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Abstract-Buildings worldwide account for nearly 40% of global 
energy consumption. The biggest energy consumer in buildings is 
the Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems. 
HVAC also ranks top in terms of number of complaints by ten
ants. Maintaining HVAC systems in good conditions through early 
fault detection is thus a critical problem. The problem, however, 
is difficult since HVAC systems are large in scale, consisting of 
many coupling subsystems, building and equipment dependent, 
and working under time-varying conditions. In this paper, a model
based and data-driven method is presented for robust system-level 
fault detection with potential for large-scale implementation. It is 
a synergistic integration of: ) Statistical Process Control (SPC) for 
measuring and analyzing variations; 2) Kalman filtering based on 
gray-box models to provide predictions and to determine SPC con
trol limits; and (3) system analysis for analyzing propagation of 
faults' effects across subsystems. In the method, two new SPC rules 
are developed for detecting sudden and gradual faults. The method 
has been tested against a simulation model of the HVAC system 
for a 420-meter-high building. It detects both sudden faults and 
gradual degradation, and both device and sensor faults. Further
more, the method is simple and generic, and has potential replica
bility and scalability. 

Note to Practitioners-HVAC systems work under time-varying 
weather and cooling load, and it is therefore difficult to detect 
faults. In addition, the various devices of HVAC systems require 
the detection method simple and robust so that it has good rep li
cability and scalability. A gray-box model-based and data-driven 
method is developed in this paper. It is a novel combination 
of SPC, Kalman filter, and system analysis. By measuring and 
analyzing variations of model parameters, a fault can be detected 
when it causes these parameters to deviate from their normal 
ranges. The method detects both sudden and gradual faults with 
high detection rate and low false alarm rate. It also detects effects 
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of faults in one subsystem on another to help detect and confirm 
device faults. 

Index Terms-Fault detection, heating, ventilation and air con
ditioning (HVAC), Kalman filter, statistical process control (SPC). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

B UILDINGS worldwide account for nearly 40% of global 
energy consumption and a significant share of greenhouse 

gas emissions [2]. The biggest energy consumer in buildings 
is the Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) sys
tems. HV AC also ranks top in terms of number of complaints 
by building tenants. Maintaining HV AC systems in good condi
tions is thus a critical issue. Although regular maintenance can 
and should be scheduled, it may not be able to detect faults soon 
enough. Improving performance ofHVACs through early fault 
detection and reducing the maintenance cost are thus of great 
value. 

A typical HVAC system is depicted in Fig. l. It consists 
of multiple interconnected subsystems-Air Handling Units 
(AHUs), chillers, cooling towers, pumps, ducts, etc. A sub
system (e.g., chiller subsystem) may consist of multiple devices 
(e.g., chillers). Consider a summer day as an example. Indoor 
air temperature is decreased by supplying cool air from an AHU 
to rooms. In an AHU, hot air returning from rooms together 
with hot fresh air is cooled by chilled water supplied from 
chillers. After having heat exchange with the air in the AHU, 
the chilled water with its temperature increased then returns 
to chillers. Chillers are used to decrease the return chilled 
water temperature by transferring its extra heat to cooling 
water which is supplied from cooling towers. After the cooling 
water returns to cooling towers, the extra heat it contains is 
transferred to outside air by using cooling tower fans. 

Fault detection in HV AC systems is difficult because the sys
tems are generally large in scale with complicated couplings 
among subsystems through water and air flows, building and 
equipment dependent, and working under time-varying weather 
and cooling load. As presented in Section II, most fault detec
tion methods in the literature are at the device level but not at the 
system level where propagation of faults' effects across subsys
tems is considered; and many methods require focused studies 
on individual buildings for a long period oftime with poor repli
cability and scalability. 

In this paper, a simple and robust fault detection method is 
developed to detect both sudden faults and gradual degrada
tion of devices and their associated sensors while considering 
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Fig. 1. A typical HVAC system consisting of AHUs, chillers, cooling towers, 
etc. 

propagation of faults' effects across subsystems. The method is 
model-based and data-driven. In Section III, "gray-box" models 
of a chiller and a cooling tower taken from the literature are 
presented, where the characteristics of each of the above de
vices are summarized by a few key parameters. Different from 
"black-box" models that only use measured data to represent 
key characteristics of a device, gray-box models use physical 
knowledge together with measured data, and are more robust 
than black-box models for fault detection. 

In Section IV, a novel fault detection method is presented. 
In the method, Statistical Process Control (SPC) is used for 
measuring and analyzing gray-box model parameters' varia
tions caused by faults. The standard SPC with static control 
limits, however, results in many false alarms because the time
varying weather and cooling load can also cause the parameters 
to deviate from their normal ranges. To overcome this difficulty, 
Kalman filtering based on gray-box models is used to determine 
adaptive SPC control limits. In a Kalman filter, the states are 
gray-box model parameters. The states and their covariance are 
estimated based on data from sensors. The adaptive SPC control 
limits are a few standard deviations, which are obtained from 
the covariance of states, around the average of states estimated 
over a past time period. In traditional SPC rules without Kalman 
filtering, back-to-back estimates of a parameter are usually in
dependent, and therefore the SPC rule using back-to-back esti
mates outside SPC control limits can be easily developed to sat
isfy given false alarm rate and detection rate [3]. However, when 
SPC is combined with Kalman filtering, back-to-back estimates 
are not independent. Therefore, based on the adaptive SPC con
trollimits, two new SPC rules which consider the dependence 
caused by Kalman filtering are developed for detecting sudden 
and gradual faults. 

As presented in Section V, a fault in one HVAC subsystem 
may affect another subsystem in terms of water or air temper
ature, energy consumption, etc., through the coupling of water 
or air flows between them. A systematic analysis of the prop
agation of fault effects can help detect and confirm a device 
fault. In view that the gray-box models used for detecting de
vice faults describe device characteristics rather than flow bal
ance or energy conservation, such system-wide analysis is not 
straightforward. Our idea is to introduce "coupling variables" 
between subsystems to capture their interactions. SPC is then 
performed on the differences between measured and predicted 
coupling variables. This is done without the need to create a big 
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Kalman filter for the aggregate model of coupled subsystems. 
There is no major increase in complexity as compared to the 
device-level fault detection except the addition of coupling vari
ables and the associated SPC rules. Our method thus has good 
scalability and can detect and confirm a device fault. 

In Section VI, a simulation model of the HVAC system in the 
Jinmao Tower, a famous building in Shanghai with 88 floors, 
is used to test our fault detection method. This model is also 
used in Section IV to help illustrate the method developed. 
The testing results show that the method detects sudden faults, 
gradual faults, and propagation offaults' effects across snhsys-
tems. Complete testing data and results for two simple cases 
are provided for duplicating the fault detection. 

Our preliminary results on the method were presented in [1]. 
In [4], we also extended the method for an air-cooled chiller, 
which was cooled by air rather than by cooling water from 
cooling towers, as shown in Fig. 1. Based on [1] and [4], the 
method is further improved with rigorous derivations to obtain 
SPC rules which have high detection rate and low false alarm 
rate. The detection of successive faults and the further study on 
propagation of faults' effects across subsystems are included. 
Numerical testing is strengthened with a more detailed descrip
tion of the complicated HVAC system in the Jinmao Tower. 
Also, the entire paper has been improved with more insights 
provided. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most fault detection methods in the literature are at the device 
level, such as chillers, cooling towers, and AHUs ([5]-[16]), but 
not at the system level where the effects of faults in one sub
system on another are considered. For device-level fault detec
tion, most methods are based on models, either detailed phys
ical models, or black-box models, or gray-box ones. The gen
eral idea of model-based fault detection is to describe a device 
using correlations among input and output variables, and eval
uate their changes such as residuals between measured variables 
and the ones predicted by models. 

In physical HVAC models [5], [6], a set of detailed mathe
matical equations based on mass and energy balances are estab
lished to capture the characteristics ofHVACs. For fault detec
tion, these models are used to predict the outputs with inputs 
obtained from sensors. The model outputs are then compared 
with the corresponding sensor measurements to generate resid
uals. A fault is detected if the absolute values of residuals are 
higher than given thresholds. In [5], a physical chiller model 
was established to predict several chiller characteristic quanti
ties (CQs), e.g., chiller COP, for fault detection purpose. Simu
lation results showed that faults were detected when measured 
characteristic quantities under faults deviated from their normal 
values predicted by models. Physical models, however, require 
many inputs to describe a device and some may not be available 
in buildings. Also, the physical models can be complex, leading 
to high computational requirements [17]. Therefore, fault de
tection methods based on physical models have a limited scala
bility. In addition, if the given threshold is improper, the abso
lute values of residuals might be lower than the threshold even 
though there is a, fault. The fault will not be detected because 
of the improper threshold. One way to detect the fault is to de~ 
crease the threshold but this will also result in a higher false 
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alarm rate. Therefore, thresholds of deviations were not easy 
to determine for fault detection, especially when measurement 
noises and model inaccuracy were considered. 

For black-box models, relationships between inputs and 
outputs are described by using model parameters that have no 
physical meanings. Various methods can be used to establish 
black-box models, including regression [7], [8], principal com
ponent analysis [9]-[11], artificial neural networks [12], pattern 
recognition [l3], and multiple-model adaptive estimation algo
rithm [14], [15]. For example, in [7], a black-box polynomial 
model, with its parameters obtained based on training data, 
was used to predict temperatures in a chiller under normal 
conditions. Differences between these predicted temperatures 
and measured ones were used as indicators for faults. 

Unlike conventional black-box models using parameters to 
describe correlations between inputs and outputs, a PCA method 
considers correlations buried in data and uses pure mathematical 
data-driven models to derive statistics. The statistics are then 
used to validate the correlations to detect faults. For example, 
in [9], a PCA-based method used the Q statistic (i.e., squared 
prediction error) to detect AHU sensor faults and the Q contri
bution plots supplemented by expert rules to diagnose faults. 

Black-box models are easy to established and often require 
less computational capacity than physical models [17]. A large 
amount of training data and a long time for focus study, how
ever, are needed to train black-box models. Furthermore, fault 
detection methods based on black-box models have limited ro
bustness because the data beyond the range of training data 
might result in false alarms. In addition, their abilities in fault 
isolation may be restricted in view that black-box models gen
erally do not have clear physical meanings. 

Unlike black-box models using only measured inputs and 
outputs to represent characteristics of a device, gray-box models 
use physical knowledge about a device in combination with 
measured data [16]. Since parameters predicted by gray-box 
models tend to be more robust than those by black-box models, 
gray-box models have better potential for robust fault detection, 
and can also provide insights and understanding of faults [17] 
for fault diagnosis. 

In [16], a gray-box chiller model with a few parameters was 
used for fault detection. By using linear regressions, the aver
ages of the parameters and their standard deviations were ob
tained from data without any faults. If faults occurred, the re
gressed parameters deviated from their averages. Faults were 
detected when the deviation was larger than one or two stan
dard deviations. The method was tested based on published data 
from a centrifugal chiller. The method, however, was not ver
ified with time-varying weather and cooling load. It therefore 
did not consider the false alarm problem (presented in details in 
Section IV-A) that might be caused by the time-varying weather 
and cooling load. 

SPC has been widely used for fault detection in many fields, 
e.g., manufacturing system [18] and medical treatment [19]. The 
key idea of the SPC is first to select parameters which can be 
considered as constants to reflect characteristics of a system. 
These parameters would only have natural variation caused by 
measurement noises and process noises under normal condi
tions. If there was any fault, they should deviate from their 
normal ranges and the fault should be picked up by SPC control 

Fig. 2. Temperatures and flow rates needed for the HVAC models. 

hmlts. However, no major applIcatIOns to HVAC systems-liave 
been reported. This might be caused by the fact that HVAC sys
tems are operated under time-varying weather and cooling load 
and it is difficult to determine SPC control limits which have 
high detection rate but low false alarm rate. 

III. GRAy-Box MODELS 

Gray-box models for chillers and cooling towers are selected 
from the literature and presented in Sections III-A and III-B, 
respectively. These models describe performances of devices 
working under a range of conditions. 

A. A Gray-Box Model for Chillers 

The gray-box model selected for chillers is a simple and uni
versal model developed by Gordon and Ng [20]. It has been 
proved to be accurate for a large number of chiller types and 
sizes [21]. It is not an energy balance or mass balance equation. 
Rather, the parameters capturing key characteristics of a chiller 
are considered as the state variables. Variables such as temper
atures and water flow rates are obtained from sensor measure
ments and used to estimate the model parameters. 

The model is given by 

( 1 ) tehr tchr· tci - tch'" -- + 1 - -1 = aI- + a2--'---=---'-
COP tei Leh tciLeh 

( 1 ) Lch 
+a3 COP + 1 t;: (1) 

where aI, a2, and a3 are three model parameters or state vari
ables, with al being the chiller internal entropy production rate, 
a2 the heat losses (or gains) rate from (or into) the chiller, and a3 
the heat exchange thermal resistance and related to the evapo
rator and condenser. As shown in Fig. 2, tchr in (1) is return 
chilled water temperature from AHU s to the chiller, and tei 

the inlet water temperature from cooling towers to the chiller. 
The Coefficient of Performance (COP), representing how many 
units of cooling amount are generated by each unit of electricity, 
is an indicator of the chiller's energy efficiency. It is calculated 
as the ratio of chiller cooling load Leh divided by chiller elec
trical power Pch ' The chiller cooling load Lch equals energy 
difference between return chilled water and supply chilled water 
as 

(2) 

where Cw is the water heat capacity, g'wch chilled water flow 
rate, and tehs supply chilled water temperature. All variables 
except the three parameters in the models should be measurable 
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or calculable from measured data. In (1) and (2), tehr' tei, tehs 
and gweh are measured variable and used as inputs to the model. 

In the literature [20], the parameters of the gray-box chiller 
model are obtained from historical data using least square 
method and are constant. The model is often used to calculate 
the output chiller power, given the input water temperatures 
and cooling load. 

B. A Gray-Box Model for Cooling Towers 

The cooling tower model developed by Lichtensien [22] is 
seleeted for ol:lr I:lse.1t I:lses three model parameters e, ffl, aad 'It 
to capture key characteristics of a cooling tower as 

(3) 

where gwe is cooling water flow rate, gae the air flow rate, f3d 
the mass conductivity coefficient of the cooling water, and Fe 
the cooling tower heat exchange area. In the above, band m 
reflect the effect of cooling water flow rate on f3d, and band 
n reflecting the effect of air flow rate on f3d. The term f3dFe is 
calculated using the heat exchanger model in [23] as 

(4) 

where qet is the heat exchanged between cooling water and out
side air, and Lli the logarithmic-mean difference between satu
rated air enthalpy isat at the water air-water interface and out
side air enthalpy i out • 

The outside air enthalpy i out can be calculated based on mea
sured temperature and humidity. If no sensor is available for hu
midity, it can also be calculated by using an empirical formula 
based only on wet bulb temperature twb,out as 

In the above, Po, PI, P2, and P3 are parameters obtained by using 
a fitting technique. 

The water flow rate gwe can be measured by a sensor. If there 
is only one sensor available to measure the mixed cooling water 
flow rate from all cooling towers, then the water flow rate for 
each cooling tower can be calculated from the measured mixed 
flow rate using water pressure balance and water flow balance. 
The detailed calculation is presented in Section VI-A by using 
the HVAC system in Jinmao Tower as a case study. Since air 
flow rate gac can be approximately regarded as a function only 
of its fan frequency, it can be obtained based on fan frequency 
and a lookup table. Similar to the gray-box chiller model, this 
cooling tower model is often used to calculate the outlet cooling 
water temperature given all the inputs and parameters, which are 
obtained from data and constant. 

IV. SPC AND KALMAN FILTER-BASED 
FAULT DETECTION METHOD 

In this section, the SPC and Kalman filter-based method 
for HVAC fault detection is developed. The key idea of the 
method to detect device and sensor faults is presented in 
Section IV-A. The Kalman filtering using gray-box models 
to provide predictions and determine SPC control limits is 
presented in Section IV-B. The SPC rule for detecting sudden 
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faults is developed in Section IV-C, and the SPC rule for 
gradual faults is developed in Section IV-D. Some discussions 
are then presented in Section IV-E. 

A. The Key Idea of SPC and Kalman Filter-Based Fault 
Detection Method 

To detect a device fault, our idea of SPC and Kalman 
filter-based method is to view model parameters of the device 
as a slowly changing state x, driven by time-varying weather, 
cooling load, etc. If there is no fault, then ideally the state 
should be within a normal range, i.e., SPC control limits; if 
there is a device fault, then the state may deviate from its 
normal range and the fault can be picked up by an SPC rule. For 
a fault of a sensor associated with the device, although nothing 
is wrong with the device, the faulty values from the sensor will 
cause the Kalman filter to give a faulty estimation of the state. 
Therefore, the estimated state will also deviate from its normal 
range and the sensor fault will be detected. 

Static SPC control limits can be derived from manufacturer 
specifications or from "good data" when the device is operated 
in good conditions. Although the traditional use of the gray-box 
models is to give constant model parameters, e.g., state, to calcu
late the model outputs as presented in the last section, the state 
changes under the influences of cooling load (as presented in 
Fig. 3) as a result of time-varying weather, schedule, etc. In ad
dition, the simplicity of the model might also cause the state 
to change with time. Therefore, many false alarms may arise 
under the static control limits because of the changing of state. 
For illustration, the estimated parameter al for a chiller under 
a no-fault condition for the Shanghai Jinmao Tower is shown 
in Fig. 4. The parameter's normal range, i.e., static SPC control 
limits, is plus and minus two-sigma's, which are obtained from 
means and standard deviations of good data for al. By com
paring the cooling load for the chiller in Fig. 3 and the parameter 
al in Fig. 4, it can be seen that al shifts slowly as the cooling 
load changes, and lies outside the static SPC control limits many 
times even when there is no fault, resulting many false alarms 
if such a static control limit is used. 

To overcome the above false alarm difficulty, Kalman fil
tering is used to obtain adaptive SPC control limits. Although 
Kalman filtering is traditionally used to estimate the state and 
output of a dynamic system, it can also be used to estimate the 
slowly-varying parameters (treated as the state) of a gray-box 
model. The state and its covariance matrix can then be derived 
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Fig. 4. The parameter al and the static SPC control limits under normal 
condition. 

based on the standard Kalman filtering equations and data from 
sensors. The adaptive SPC control limits can then be derived, 
e.g., two standard deviations around the average of the state es
timated over past 24 h, as will be derived in Section IV-C. 

B. Kalman Filtering Based on Gray-Box Models to Provide 
Predictions and Determine SPC Control Limits 

The abstract gray-box models of chiller and cooling towers 
in Section III are static, but their parameters used to capture 
thermal characteristics of devices vary slowly rather than re
main constant over time. We are not looking at the dynamics 
of a device or trying to develop a dynamic diagnosis method. 
Rather, the Kalman filter is used to estimate the model parame
ters based on the gray-box models and data measured by sensors 
for fault detection. 

State Equation and Output Equation: Consider first the 
chiller model (1). The model parameters al, a2, and ag are 
three elements of the state x. These parameters change slowly 
over time as might be caused by time-varying cooling load, the 
simplicity of the model, etc. Process noises are introduced to 
account for the variations. If the standard Kalman filter formu
lation is to be used, the process noise Wk is usually assumed to 
be zero-mean 

(6) 

where the time interval is assumed to one hour for convenience 
of presentation. 

As shown in Fig. 4, Wk, however, varies in a day-and-night 
pattern as the cooling load varies and therefore is not zero-mean. 
To avoid this cause of not being zero-mean, the process noise is 
redefined to explicitly consider such daily variations as follows: 

where ::h-23 and ::h-24 are the given state estimates at time 
k - 23 and time k - 24, respectively. This noise Wk is assumed 
to be zero mean. 

Based on (7), the state (6) is modified to 

To obtain the output equation, the left-hand side of (1) is 
viewed as the measurement z. It is calculated based on tehr, 

tehs, tei, and gweh (see (1) and (2)) which are obtained from 
sensor measurements. From (1), it is clear that Zk at time k is a 
linear function of x k as 

(9) 

where 

e r, C'l., C r', 

Leh,k' tei,kLeh,k ' 

and Vk is the measurement noise. With the above linear state 
and output equations, standard Kalman filter formulations can 
be used [to be presented in (11) and (12)]. 

Process and Measurement Noise Covariance Matrices: It 
is assumed that the random variables Wk and Vk are indepen
dent. For simplification, process noises are assumed white, zero 
mean, and Gaussian with process covariance matrix Q k. In addi
tion, based on product manuals of sensors, measurement noises 
are also assumed white, zero-mean, and Gaussian with mea
surement noise covariance matrix Rk. The matrices Qk and 
Rk affect the convergence and accuracy of the state estimated 
in a Kalman filter, but they are usually difficult to be obtained 
accurately. 

Since process noises in (8) are affected by time-varying 
weather and cooling load, the process noise covariance matrix 
Q changes with time and therefore is estimated based on 
historical process noises as presented next. 

The process noise at time k is estimated according to (7) as 

where x is the estimated state [explained after (11)]. The process 
noise covariance matrix Q k at time k is calculated as the covari
ance matrix ofthe estimated process noises in the past m hours 
(from hour k - m to hour k - 1). 

Upon initialization before the m estimated process noises 
(10) become available, Qk is estimated based on experience. 
One way to select an appropriate value of m follows the steps 
below. 
Step 1) Initialize m to 24. 
Step 2) Use the Kalman filter to estimate the state [presented 

later in (11), (12)], estimate process noises in (10) 
and estimate Qkl (k' is given and much larger than 
m) based on process noises. 

Step 3) Increase m by 24 since process noises have a pattern 
of 24 h as the cooling load does. 

Step 4) Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the changing of matrix 
2-norm ofQkl is less than a given small threshold. 

The measurement Z in (9) is calculated based on measured 
variables tehr, tehs, tei, and gweh. The sensor noises of the 
four variables depend on their measured values, e.g., the sensor 
noise for gweh is ± 1 % of the measured flow rate with a con
fidence level of 95%. The measurement noise covariance ma
trix R therefore changes with measurements. At time k, Rk is 
estimated by using Monte Carlo simulation based on measured 
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values oftchr,k, tci,k, tchs,k. and gwch,k, and their sensor noises 
as follows 
Step 1) Obtain measured values of tchr,k. tci,k, tchs,k. and 

gwch,k from sensors in a building; generate m (e.g., 
1000) sets of noises for the fours variables based on 
their sensor noise distributions obtained from manu
facturer specifications; generate m sets of values of 
the four variables by adding m sets of noises to their 
measured values. 

Step 2) Calculate m measurements Zk,1, . .. ,Zk,m according 
to the left-hand side of (1) by using the m sets of 
values of the four variables in Step 1. 

Step 3) Calculate Rk as the variance of Zk,1, ... , Zk,m' 
Kalman Filter for Models of Chillers: The Kalman filter con

sists of two steps: time update and measurement update. In the 
time update, the state is projected ahead as [24], [25] 

(11) 

where x k+1 is the priori state estimation at time k + 1 given 
knowledge of the process prior to time k + 1; and Xk is the 
posteriori state estimate at time k given measurement Zk. 

In the measurement update with measurement equals Zk+1, 
the state estimation is then updated to x k+1 

Xk+1 = xk+1 + Kk+1 (Zk+1 - Hk+1Xk+1) (12) 

where Kk+1 is the Kalman gain. It is calculated based on 
Qk+1, Rk+1, and the state covariance matrix Pk which can 
also be estimated in the Kalman filter [24], [25]. The roots of 
diagonal elements of Pk are the standard deviations of model 
parameters. 

By substituting (11) to (12), the state at time k can be esti
mated from the previous estimate and the current measurement, 
i.e., 

Adaptive SPC Control Limits: To detect faults and reduce 
false alarms in Fig. 4, adaptive SPC control limits rather than 
static ones are used. The averages of parameters estimated over 
the past K hours are used as normal values of the state. The 
two-sigma range around normal values is defined as the adaptive 
SPC control limits in the rest of this paper. The two-sigma range, 
using a1 of a chiller model at time k as an example, is defined 
as 

(14) 

where Ji1,k is the mean of ih estimated over the past K hours as 

1 k 

Ji1,k = K L a1,i 

i=k-K+1 
(15) 

and (T1,k. the averaged standard deviation at time k, is averaged 
in the same way. The one-sigma range is similarly defined. With 
the above adaptive SPC control limits, SPC rules for detecting 
sudden and gradual faults are then developed in the next two 
subsections. The value of K is also determined in the develop
ment of SPC rules. 
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c. SPC Rule for Detecting Sudden Faults 

Consider a sudden fault first in this subsection and a gradual 
fault in the next subsection. To detect a sudden fault, the SPC 
rule we selected is that a fault is detected if n back-to-back es
timates of a parameter (e.g., a1,k-n+1, a1,k-n+2, ... ,a1,k) fall 
outside its adaptive two-sigma range defined in (14). As n in
creases, a fault will be detected with increasing confidence and 
therefore the false alarm rate will decrease. A large n, however, 
will result in a low detection rate, since a fault which causes a 
parameter lying outside two-sigma raDge iDless than 11 s'Icces 
sive hours will not be detected. To keep a balance between the 
false alarm rate and the detection rate, our idea is to set n as low 
as possible to increase detection rate but large enough to main
tain a false alarm rate below 1 %. 

In traditional SPC rules without Kalman filtering, n back-to
back estimates are independent, and it is easy to calculate the 
false alarm rate given n and the distributions of the estimates. 
However, when the SPC is combined with Kalman filtering, the 
n back-to-back estimates are not independent because the esti
mate Xk+1 at time k + 1 is affected by the previous estimate Xk 
at time k, as shown in (13). Therefore, in the rest of this section, 
the value of n is first determined, considering the dependence of 
n back-to-back estimates. Then, the value of K is determined 
to obtain the adaptive SPC control limits, and the SPC rule with 
adaptive control limits is used to detect a sudden fault for illus
tration. In addition, the reason of using two-sigma rather than 
one- or three-sigma range is presented at the end of this subsec
tion because the explanation requires the determination of n. 

Determining n Based on False Alarm Rate: To find the 
minimal n to maintain a false alarm rate below 1 %, the rela
tionship between n and the false alarm rate is needed. Consider 
0,1 of a chiller model as an example. The false alarm rate 
at time k equals the probability of n successive estimates 
a1,k-n+1, a1,k-n+2,"" a1,k lying outside the two-sigma 
range when the chiller works normally, i.e., under no-fault con
ditions. To calculate the probability, a set of events are defined. 
The event Ak represents that a1,k is outside the two-sigma 
range at time k under normal conditions. The false alarm rate 
therefore is expressed as P(Ak- n+1, A k- n+2,' .. ,Ak)' 

If traditional SPC without Kalman filtering is to be used, then, 
a1,j, j = k - n + 1, ... ,k, would be considered independent. 
The false alarm rate P(Ak-n+1, Ak-n+2, ... ,Ak) would thus 
equal P(Ak-n+d .P(Ak- n+2)·' .. ·P(Ak), and could be easily 
calculated given the distributions of the estimates [3]. However, 
when the SPC is combined with Kalman filtering, a1,j, j = 
k-n+ 1, ... ,k, are no longer independent because the estimate 
at time j, a1,j, is affected by the previous estimate &'1,j-1 in the 
Markov process (13). Because of the Markov process, the false 
alarm rate should equal 

k 

P(Ak- n+1,"" A k) = P(Ak- n+1) II P(Aj IAj_1). 
j=k-n+2 

(16) 
To calculate P(AjIAj-d, ouridea is to look into the Kalman 

filter equations to find out how the estimate at time j, a1,j, de
pends on the estimate at time j - 1, al,j -1. To do this, the re-
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lationship between Xj-1 and Xj is first obtained by substituting 
Kalman filter (9) to (13) as 

(17) 

By assuming for simplicity that K j H in (17) is a diagonal ma-

W/K Aug. 5 Aug. 17 Aug. 30 

4000 --a1 

3000 --Mean 
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trix with elements ml,j, m2,j, and m3,j, the relationship be- 0-

tween o'l,j and 0'1,j-1 can be then obtained from (17) as 

(18) 

where (Kj'Uj) 1 is the first element of the vector K J 'UJ , (},l,J is 
the true value of the parameter 0,1 at time j, and ml E [0,1]. 
In the numerical testing, the values of Tnl, m2, and m3 for the 
chiller are between 0.3 and 0.7 for most of the time. In (18), 
the first term on the right-hand side represents how the current 
estimation 0,1,j is affected by the previous estimate o'l,j-l. The 
last two terms on the right-hand side represent how o,l,j is affect 
by the current measurement. 

Since the process noise and measurement noises are normal, 
the estimate o,l,j in (18) should be normally distributed. Based 
on (18) and the above assumption, the false alarm rate of the 
SPC rule with n back-to-back estimates lying outside two-sigma 
range is calculated in detail in the Appendix. Using the (34) and 
(35) in the Appendix and assuming ml in (18) equal to 0.5, the 
false alarm rates with n equal to 1, 2, and 3 are 6.71 %, 1.50%, 
and 0.34%, respectively. Since three is the minimal value of n 
that has a false alarm rate less than 1 %, n is set to three in our 
SPC rule. 

Determining K to Obtain the Adaptive SPC Control Limits: 
In the SPC rule, the means of parameters estimated over the past 
K hours are used as the baseline of the normal range of a de
vice parameter. If K is too large, then adaptive means will be 
similar to static ones obtained from good data as in Fig. 4 and 
there will be many false alarms; ifit is too small, then the means 
will shift gradually in the direction of the parameter estimated 
under faults and cannot be used as baselines to detect faults. 
For the detection of sudden faults, K is set to 24 because: 1) 
no matter what design a building has, cooling load and model 
parameters have a pattern of 24 h due to both weather and hour 
schedules and 2) considering that the SPC rule requires esti
mates lying outside two-sigma range in several ( e.g., three) con
secutive hours, 24 h is long enough to detect a sudden fault as 
presented later in this section and also Section VI. 

Detecting Sudden Faults: For illustration, a chiller in the 
HVAC system of the Shanghai Jinmao Tower is selected as 
an example (details of the HVAC system is in Section VI). A 
sudden drop of chiller capacity by 40% occurs to the chiller 
at the 5449th hour of a year (Aug. 16th). Estimated 0,1 of the 
chiller gray-box model is shown in Fig. 6, together with the as
sociated mean, one-sigma range and tow-sigma range. It can be 
seen that the estimated values fell outside the two-sigma range 
for more than three back-to-back hours at 5456th hour. There
fore, the fault was detected by 0,1 7 h after it happened. In addi
tion, no false alarms are detected before the 5449th hour. More 
results about 0,2 and 0,3 and more insights are presented in the 
case study in Section VI. 

When a fault is detected, calculating the process noise covari
ance matrix Q based on the estimated process noises (10) will 
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Fig. 5. The sudden drop of chiller capacity at the 5449th hour was detected by 
a.1 after ell fell outside the two sigma range over three back-to-back hours. 

result large inaccuracy in Q. This is because the process noises 
estimated by (10) will include the parameters' deviation caused 
by the fault. Our idea is to remain Q at its latest available value 
until parameters fall back to their two-sigma ranges and m esti
mated process noises (10) become available again. 

As shown in Fig. 5 after the detection of a fault, the mean 
of the parameter adjusted to the deviating parameter and fell 
back to its two-sigma range again. If the time interval between 
two successive sudden faults is large enough for the mean of 
a parameter to fall back, then the two faults can be detected 
separately. 

Reasonsfor Selecting Two-Sigma Range in the SPC Rule: In 
our SPC rule, two-sigma range is chosen as SPC control limits. 
To maintain the false alarm rate below 1 %, a fault is detected 
only after estimated parameters fall outside two-sigma range in 
three successive hours. Therefore, a fault might be detected at 
least three hours after it occurs. If one-sigma instead of two
sigma range is chosen in the SPC rule and the false alarm rate 
is still required to be below 1 %, then six back-to-back estimates 
are required to lie outside one-sigma range to detect a fault. 
The detection time for one-sigma range might be 3 h later than 
that for two-sigma range. Therefore, two-sigma rather than one
sigma range is selected in our SPC rule. 

If three-sigma range is used, the false alarm rate with one 
estimate lying outside three-sigma range is less than 1 % since 
a normally distributed parameter under no-fault conditions has 
a probability of 99.7% to fall inside its three-sigma range. Al
though the detection time for three-sigma range might be two 
hours earlier than that for two-sigma range, the SPC rule with 
three-sigma range cannot detect small faults which cause a pa
rameter falling outside the two-sigma range but still inside the 
three-sigma range. 

D. SPC Rule for Detecting Gradual Faults 

If the SPC rule developed in the last subsection for sudden 
faults is directly adopted for gradual faults, these faults may 
not be detected. Consider a chiller in the HVAC system of the 
Shanghai Jinmao Tower for example. Gradual capacity degrada
tion by 40% over a month occurs to the chiller from the 5449th 
hour of a year. The fault causes a device parameter, e.g., 0,1, to 
shift gradually, as shown in Fig. 6. This gradual fault, however, 
is not detected by the SPC rule for sudden faults. This is because 
the gradual fault is too small to be detected within 24 h. After 24 
h, even though the gradual fault becomes large, the means of 0,1 

over the last 24 h shift gradually in the direction of 0,1. The fault 
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Fig. 6. Gradual degradation of chiller capacity by 40% over a month (from the 
5449th hour to the 6l69th hour) was not detected by a1. 

is therefore buried within this adaptive adjustment process, as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

To detect gradual faults, our idea is still to use n back-to-back 
estimates lying outside two-sigma range as the SPC rule, with 
the means of device parameters averaged over the past K hours. 
No matter for detecting sudden or gradual faults, n should be as 
low as possible but maintaining a false alarm rate below 1 % 
as presented in the last subsection. Since the false alarm rate is 
calculated with devices working under normal conditions, it is 
not affected by the value of K. Therefore, the value of n for 
sudden faults, i.e., three, is applied for gradual faults. As for 
K, its value for sudden faults (i.e., 24) cannot be adopted for 
gradual faults and an appropriate K should be selected. 

As presented in Section IV-C, to keep a balance between false 
alarm rate and detection rate, K should be not too large or too 
small. For gradual faults, our idea is to set K to a value as low as 
possible to reduce false alarm rate while maintaining a certain 
probability of detection (detection confidence), e.g., 99%, when 
a gradual fault becomes large to be detected. Therefore, we need 
to find the minimal value of K that has a detection rate higher 
than 99%. 

Consider a gradual fault that started at time to and causes 
a parameter, e.g., al to increase at a fixed rate of 80"1 (0"1 is 
the standard deviation of a1 and 8 is a given constant reflecting 
the severity of the fault) per hour over .tJ.T hours. After time 
to+.tJ.T, a1 becomes al +80"1.tJ.T (the affection oftime-varying 
cooling load on the parameter is not considered to make it easy 
to roughly determine K). The probability of detecting a fault 
is not only affected by K but also by the parameter's deviation 
rate 80"1 and duration .tJ.T. Although 80"1 and.tJ.T in HVACs are 
usually not known in advance, their values of typical faults [28] 
can be used to study how the probability of detection is affected 
by K. This study can then provide a guide to roughly determine 
the value of K. 

Determining K Based on the Probability of Detection: Con
sider a1 of a chiller model as an example. To calculate the prob
ability of detection under the above-mentioned gradual fault, 
a set of events are defined with event Bt representing the es
timated a'l,t being outside the two-sigma range at time t. As
sume that the fault becomes large to be detected at time t but not 
before that. Then, the probability of detection at time t equals 
P(Bt- 2, Bt- 1, Bt ) as derived below. 
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Since a1 is governed by the Markov process (13), we have 

P(Bt- 2, Bt- 1, B t ) = P(Bt-2)P(Bt-1IBt-2)P(BtIBt-1). 
(19) 

The estimated a1,t should be normally distributed since the 
process and measurement noises are normal. With the above 
assumption, the calculation of P(Bt IBt- 1) under the fault 
condition is very similar to that of P(A j IA j _ 1) (see (34) in 
the Appendix) under normal condition except that the mean of 
al,t, fi.l,t, under the fault condItion deVIates from its normal 
value by (t - to)80"1 at time t. The probability of P(AjIAj _1) 
is therefore given by 

l fi.1"-1 +[2-(t-1-to)s]U'_1 -81,'-1 
P(Bt IBt- 1) = 1 -

fi.1,'-1-[2-(t-I- to)s]U'_1-81,'_1 

(
1 _ rfi.1,t+[2-(t-to)s]Ut -81 " , 

) fi.1" -[2-(t-to)s]u, -81" 

X !({i.l,t, O-l,t)da1,t) !({i.l,t-1, o-l,t-l)da1,t-1. 

(20) 

In the above, similar to (33), 81,t is a variable defined below to 
simplify the expression of (20), i.e., 

To complete the calculation of (19), P(Bt- 1IBt- 2) is calcu
lated similarly as P(BtIBt- 1) in (20), and P(Bt- 2) similarly 
to P(Ak-n+t} in (35) in the Appendix. 

To maintain the probability of detection P(Bt- 2, B t- 1, Bt ) 
above 99% at time t, we need to find the minimal value of 
K,Ko, as 

Ko = argminP(Bt_2,Bt_l,Bt) > 99%. (22) 
K 

As K increases, the mean of a1 over the last K hours 
will be less affected by the fault and deviate more from the 
estimate a1,t. Therefore, the probability of detection at time 
t, P(Bt- 2, Bt-l, B t ), increases monotonically with K. The 
value of Ko can then be easily obtained given the parameter's 
deviation rate 80"1 and the duration .tJ.T. For a gradual fault 
with 80"1 = 40"1 and .tJ.T = 720 h (i.e., the fault lasts gradually 
for a month), if K is set to 720, then the probability of detection 
after 30 days is higher than 99%. 

Detecting Gradual Faults: By calculating the means over the 
last 30 days (i.e., 720 h) and using three back-to-back points out
side two-sigma range as the SPC rule, the 40% gradual degra
dation of chiller capacity over a month (i.e., the fault in Fig. 6) 
was detected after 12 days and 4 h, as shown in Fig. 7. 

Ifthe time interval between two gradual faults is large enough 
for device parameters to fall back into their two-sigma ranges, 
then the two faults can be detected separately. With K equal 
to 720 (corresponding to 30 days), the means of parameters, 
however, adjust to the first fault so slowly that the time interval 
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required for parameters falling back is usually too large to de
tect the second fault separately. Our idea to solve the problem 
is to adaptively adjust K. Once a fault is detected, K is set 
to 24 and increases gradually to 720 as time goes so that the 
means of parameters can adjust to the deviating parameters as 
soon as possible. In this way, parameters can fall back to their 
two sigma-ranges fast to get ready for detecting the second fault 
separately. 

E. Discussions 

Our method presented in this section is simply to perform 
SPC and Kalman filtering on individual devices and does not 
need to consider the interactions between different devices. In 
addition, gray-box models use physical knowledge together 
with measured data, and are more robust than black box models 
to different kinds of devices; and Kalman filtering is a well 
proven technology and does not need long-time focused studies 
when applied in individual devices in different buildings. The 
method can therefore detect both sudden faults and gradual 
degradation, both device faults and sensor faults (to be pre
sented in next section) and can be easily replicated to HVAC 
systems with various devices. 

As discussed in Section IV-C when a fault is detected, the 
process noise covariance matrix Q should remain at its latest 
available value until parameters fall back to their two-sigma 
ranges. Since the time it takes for parameters to fall back is af
fected by the value of K, the values of Q for the two SPC rules 
are different. Therefore, two Kalman filters are needed with one 
for detecting sudden faults and the other for gradual faults. One 
straightforward way to apply these two sets of Kalman filers and 
SPC rules in practice is to run them side by side. 

There is a limitation of our method. If a gradual fault occurs 
at a rate slower than the parameters' normal drifting caused by 
time-varying cooling load, etc., the fault would be buried in the 
parameters' normal drifting and not be detected. 

V. EFFECTS OF FAULTS IN ONE 
HVAC SUBSYSTEM ON ANOTHER 

A fault in one HVAC subsystem may affect another sub
system in terms of water or air temperature, energy consump
tion, etc., through the coupling of water or air flows between 
them. Consider for example a simple system with a chiller and 
a cooling tower. When the chiller capacity is reduced because 
of fouling in its evaporator, the chiller electric power Feh will 

increase to satisfy the cooling load L ch . Then, electricity con
sumed by the chiller will be converted to heat and the heat 
will then become part of cooling load Le for the cooling tower. 
Therefore, symptoms such as the increased cooling water tem
perature tci will show up even though nothing is wrong with the 
cooling tower. 

As presented above, effects ofthe chiller fault can be detected 
in the cooling tower. A systematic analysis of the propagation 
of fault effects can help detect or confirm a device fault. In view 
that the gray-box models presented above describe device char
acteristics rather than flow balance or energy consenration, such 
system-wide analysis is not straightforward. Our idea is to intro
duce "coupling variables" between subsystems to capture their 
interactions. Consider the example of the previous paragraph. 
The cooling tower load Lc is such a coupling variable since 
it can be predicted from the chiller gray-box model, and can 
also be easily calculated from measured variables of the cooling 
tower as presented below. 

To calculate Le from cooling tower measured variables, it 
is expressed as the energy difference between inlet and outlet 
cooling water in the cooling tower, i.e., 

(23) 

where 9we is the cooling water flow rate, and tei. and teo are inlet 
and outlet cooling water temperatures, respectively, as in Fig. 2. 

To predict Lc from the chiller gray-box model, it is necessary 
to derive the relationship between Lc and chiller model param
eters. From the perspective of the chiller, electricity consumed 
by the chiller will be converted to heat and then become part of 
cooling tower load Le. Therefore, Le equals the sum of chiller 
electric power Pel, and chiller cooling load L ch , i.e., 

(24) 

In (24), Leh can be calculated from measured variables by (2) 
and from the definition of COP (defined as the ratio of chiller 
cooling load Lch to chiller power Fch)' Fch can be predicted as 

Lch 

Fch = COP' (25) 

In (25), COP can be predicted from chiller model parameters 
of the gray box model (1). To predict COP under normal, i.e., 
no-fault conditions, the normal values of model parameters are 
required. They, however, are difficult to obtain since they are 
affected by the cooling load and are time varying. In our method, 
the average value of a parameter over the past some, e.g., 30, 
days as predicted by the Kalman filter is used as its approximate 
normal value. After predicting the normal value of COP based 
on the means of parameters, Lc can then be predicted from (24) 
and (25). 

Generally, the selection of coupling variables should follow 
two guidelines: 1) they are measurable or easily calculated from 
measured variables in the subsystem which is affected by a fault 
and 2) they are an explicit function of gray-box model parame
ters of the coupling subsystem so that their values under normal, 
i.e., no-fault conditions, can be predicted based on these pa
rameters. When a fault in one subsystem affects another, then 
the coupling variable's predicted value under normal conditions 
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Fig. 9. No fault was detected by log b in the cooling tower model witb gradual 
chiller capacity degradation. 

will deviate from its value measured under faulty conditions. 
The SPC rule can then be used to detect the fault based on the 
error term between the measured and predicted values. 

For the above example, after obtaining the predicted and mea
sured values of L e , the errors between them can be calculated. 
The SPC rule which uses three back-to-back points outside two
sigma range to detect faults is then performed on the error term 
of Le. The normal values of the error term should be zero, so 
the SPC control limits are the two-sigma range of the error term 
around zero means. Since the errors term is derived based on 
the chiller gray-box model parameters, the standard deviations 
of the error terms are derived from standard deviations of chiller 
parameters using Monte Carlo simulation. As shown in Fig. 8, 
the chiller fault is detected by the error term of coupling variable 
Le. In addition, no fault is detected by log b (or m or n) of the 
cooling tower model, as shown in Fig. 9. We shall then be able to 
tell that: 1) there is no fault in the cooling tower and 2) the chiller 
fault detected by the chiller gray-box model in Section IV-D is 
confirmed. 

The above method of analyzing the propagation of fault ef
fects from one subsystem on another is simply performing SPC 
on coupling variables. There is no need to create a big Kalman 
filter for the aggregate model of coupled subsystems. Therefore, 
there is no major increase in complexity as compared to the de
vice-level fault detection except the addition of coupling vari
ables and the associated SPC rules. Our method thus has good 
scalability and can be easily replicated to large buildings. 

VI. A CASE STUDY FOR SHANGHAI JINMAO TOWER 

Our method developed above is tested against the Jinmao 
Tower, a famous building in Shanghai. Its HVAC system is 
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Fig. 10. Cooling water flow in tbe Jinmao Tower with 12 cooling towers and 
eight chillers. 

introduced in Section VI-A. It is of large scale and with a 
complex configuration. This system has been used earlier in 
Section IV to help illustrate our method. It is now used to 
demonstrate that the method can handle complications specific 
to a high-rise building in terms of complicated analysis. Five 
fault cases are considered: sudden chiller capacity degrada
tion in Section VI-B, gradual chiller capacity degradation in 
Section VI-C, gradual chiller sensor deviation in Section VI-D 
sudden fault of the cooling tower fan in Section VI-E, and 
effects of chiller faults on cooling towers in Section VI-F. The 
fault detection in the first two cases involves only a single 
chiller and is easy to be duplicated with required data provided 
for that chiller. Their data sets and testing results are available 
at https:l/docs.google.com/#folders/OB-5BNyF3W-H7dDNN
ODFmbOhSbGkOOHZQbmJkZ2hUUQ. 

A. Jinmao Tower and Its HVAC System 

The Jinmao Tower is a 420-meter-high famous building in 
Shanghai. It has 88 floors, with the third to the 50th floor used 
as offices and the 58th to the 85th floor as a hotel. Its main HVAC 
system is composed of 12 cooling towers and eight chillers in a 
typical structure, as shown in Fig. 10. All the cooling towers are 
for the entire building, while four of the chillers are for the high 
zone (floors above and including the 23rd floor) and the other 
four for the low zone. We are concerned with the fault detection 
in the 12 cooling towers, the four chillers for the high zone, and 
the air handling units (ARUs, each for one floor) in high zone 
office floors. 

For the cooling water flowing between cooling towers and 
chillers as shown in Fig. 10, it is first mixed after coming out of 
cooling towers and then supplied to eight chillers via a single 
main pipe. After coming out of chillers, cooling water is mixed 
and then returns to cooling towers. As for the chilled water 
flowing between four chillers and AHUs in high zone, as shown 
in Fig. 11, chilled water from the four chillers first flows into a 
water segregator and is then distributed to different AHU s. Also, 
chilled water returning from AHUs is first collected in a water 
collector and then flows back to the four chillers. 

The simulation model used to simulate the operation of the 
HVAC system was developed in the software "Designer's Sim
ulation Toolkit (DeST)" [26], [27]. It was developed by the De
partment of Building Science, Tsinghua University and has been 
widely used in China. Its results have been validated by selected 
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Fig. II. Chilled water flow with four chillers for the high zone. 

buildings and comparison with simulation results of other soft
ware, including Energy Plus. To obtain the cooling load for the 
HVAC system in the year of2006 [29], we did not simulate the 
entire building but only simulate the office floors and use mea
sured cooling load in the hotel floors, because data required by 
the simulation for the hotel floors, such as number of occupants, 
was not available to us. Although in simulation we have access 
to all the information, for fault detection we only use measured 
variables that correspond to real sensors outputs in the Jinmao 
Tower. 

Since the Jinmao Tower has many sensors, most variables 
required by Kalman filters are available in the Jinmao Tower. 
Other variables required nevertheless can be derived. Consider 
fault detection for a chiller for example. In the chiller gray box 
model (1), all the measured variables can be directly measured 
in the Jinmao Tower, except the chilled water flow rate gwch. It 
nevertheless can be derived from the mixed chilled water flow 
rate (measured in the Jinmao Tower) based on water pressure 
balance and water flow balance as presented below. 

From water pressure balance in the high-zone chiller sub
system in Fig. 11, water pressure drops from Point A to Point B 
in all branches containing a chiller that is on (there is no water 
flow in a chiller if it is oft) should be the same, i.e., 

t:..PABi = t:..PABj, if:. j E J (26) 

where L1PABj is water pressure drop for branch j, and J is 
the set of chillers that are on. The pressure drop L1PABj is a 
quadratic function of that branch's water flow rate gwchj, i.e., 
[23] 

(27) 

where 8 j is the drag coefficient of branch j from manufacture 
specifications. 

From water flow balance, the sum of chilled water flow rates 
in all chillers should equal the measured mixed chilled water 
flow rate gwch,mix, i.e., 

J 

L gwchj = gwch,mix' 

j=l 

(28) 

From (26)-(28), chilled water flow rates gwchj for individual 
chillers can be calculated. Then all the variables needed in the 
chiller gray-box model are available for chiller fault detection. 
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Fig. 13. The sudden fault of chiller capacity degradation was detected by a3. 

For cooling tower fault detection, cooling water flow rates can 
be similarly calculated. With the above calculation, our method 
can be easily implemented in the HVAC system oflarge-scale 
buildings. 

For the three cases in the following subsections, our fault de
tection method did not know in advance how many faults there 
were, what kinds of faults they were, or when they started. The 
only thing the method knew was that faults were generated after 
the 5200th hour (August 5) of that year. In addition, the firsttime 
the method is applied in the Jinmao Tower, devices are required 
to work without any faults for a certain period of time so as to 
ensure device gray-box model parameters can converge to their 
normal values. In the simulation, our fault detection method was 
applied from the 5000th hour, and the time period of eight days 
from the 5000th hour to the 5199th hour was enough for param
eters to converge. 

Since the three cases consider chiller faults and their effects 
on the 12 cooling towers, the SPC is performed on model 
parameters of the chiller with faults and the 12 individual 
cooling towers, and then the coupling variable between chiller 
and cooling tower subsystems. 

B. Sudden Chiller Capacity Degradation 

A sudden chiller capacity degradation by 40% was con
sidered. The degradation was generated in the DeST model 
by reducing the COP by 40%. The fault started from August 
16 (the 5449th hour of the year) and lasted to the end of the 
year. By using our method for detecting sudden faults, the 
three chiller gray-box model parameters together with their 
means, one-sigma ranges, and two-sigma ranges are shown in 
Figs. 5, 12, and 13, respectively. It can be seen that the fault 
was detected by all the three parameters within 24 hours after 
it occurred. 
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Fig. 15. The gradual fault was detected by 0.3 after 6 days and 19 h. 

5800 

It should be noted that each ofthe three parameters has a spe
cific physical meanings, e.g., 0,3 is related to the evaporator and 
the condenser. The fault was detected by all the three parame
ters rather than one specific parameter related to a chiller com
ponent where the fault lies. That is because the chiller model 
within DeST is also a gray-box model, although more detailed 
than [1]. The only way to generate the fault was to reduce the 
COP. The COP, however, is related to all the three parameters. 
If the fault is generated based on a physical chiller model, these 
physical meanings of model parameters can be used for diag
nosis. For example, if a fault is detected only by 0,3, it can be 
isolated in the evaporator or condenser. 

Since fault detection in this case only focuses on the faulty 
chiller, the duplication ofthe fault detection is easy with all vari
ables required by Kalman filter provided, including the chilled 
water flow rate g'Wch calculated from (25)-(28) and water tem
peratures tci, tchn and tchs in the chiller gray box model. Com
plete data sets and testing results are provided for duplication 
on the website. In addition, from the testing results, it can be 
easily validated that the KjH matric is diagonally dominant, 
i.e., the diagonal element is greater than both the sum of all ab
solute values of other elements in the same row and that in the 
same column. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume KjH to be 
a diagonal matrix before (18). 

C. Gradual Chiller Capacity Degradation 

The gradual chiller capacity degradation was generated by 
reducing the COP gradually by 40% over a month, i.e., 1.33% 
per day, from August 16 (the 5449th hour) to September 15 (the 
6169th hour). After September 15, the chiller performed at 40% 
of its capacity. As shown in Figs. 7, 14, and 15, by using our 
method for gradual faults, the fault was detected by 0,1, 0,2 , 

and 0,3 in 12 days, 11 days, and 7 days, respectively, after it 
happened. The fault was first detected by 0,3 when the chiller 
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Fig. 17. The fault in the cooling tower fan was detected by the parameter b 
after 4 h, 

capacity degraded only by 9%. The duplication of this case is 
also easy with values of the same data set as in Section VI-B 
provided on the website. 

D. Gradual Fault in a Chiller Sensor 

To demonstrate the generality of our fault detection method, 
a fault in the sensor for measuring the mixed inlet cooling water 
temperature to chillers tci is considered. The measured tempera
ture deviates gradually above its true value for 10 over a month, 
i.e., 0.03 0 per day, August 16 (the 5449th hour) to September 15 
(the 6169th hour). Since fans in cooling towers are controlled 
to satisfy the set point for tci based on that sensor, true value of 
the tci. will deviate gradually below its set point. As shown in 
Fig. 16, it can be seen that the fault was detected by 0,1 in 10 
days. 

E. Sudden Fault in the Fan of a Cooling Tower 

If there is a fault in the fan, the air flow rate obtained from 
the lookup table based on the fan frequency would deviate from 
the actual air flow rate. Using the improper airflow as an input 
to the cooling tower model would cause estimated parameters 
deviating from their normal ranges and cause the fault detected. 
A fault in a cooling tower fan was generated in the DeST model 
by reducing the air flow rate by 10%. The fault started from 
August 16 (the 5449th hour of the year) and lasted to the end 
of the year. By using our method for detecting sudden faults, 
the fault was detected four hours after it occurred, as shown in 
Fig. 17. 

In the above four subsections, our fault detection method de
tect both sudden faults and gradual degradation, both device 
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Fig. 18. Two chiller faults were detected by cooling tower load error term. 

faults and sensor faults with no false alarms in the large-scale 
building, Shanghai Jinmao Tower. The method therefore should 
be robust to various faults. 

F. Effects a/Chiller Faults on Cooling Towers 

Sudden and gradual chiller capacity degradations in 
Sections VI-B and VI-C are used as an example to study 
the effects of faults in one subsystem on another. Two faults 
happened in sequence in a chiller. The first one was a gradual 
fault starting from the 5350th hour of the year. The second 
one was a sudden fault starting from the 6320th hour. The 
two faults were generated in the same way as in the last two 
subsections. The cooling tower cooling load Le was used as a 
coupling variable to detect the effects of the chiller faults on 
the cooling tower subsystem. The faults were fixed after they 
were detected by L e . 

As presented in Fig. 18, by performing our SPC rule on the 
errors between measured and predicted values of Le, the effects 
of two chiller faults on cooling towers were detected in 25 days 
and in 14 h, respectively, after they happed. Meanwhile, no fault 
was detected in the cooling tower subsystem. Therefore, it can 
be concluded that nothing was wrong with the cooling tower 
subsystem and there were two faults in the chiller. 

The two chiller faults were also be detected by the parame
ters of that chiller in seven days and in 6 h, respectively. The 
detection time of the chiller faults' effects on cooling towers, 
however, was later than that of the chiller faults. That was be
cause of the low sensitivity of the coupling variable Le to chiller 
faults, since Le was affected by all the eight chillers while only 
one ofthem had faults. Therefore, the detection of the effects of 
chiller faults on cooling towers was also a confirmation of the 
detected chiller faults if the chiller is not fixed timely. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Fault detection ofHVAC systems is difficult in view that the 
HVAC systems are large in scale, consisting of many coupling 
subsystems, building and equipment dependent, and working 
under time-varying conditions. In this paper, a data-driven 
method based on gray-box models with insights and under
standing for system-level fault detection is developed. The 
method is a novel and synergistic integration of proven tech
niques of: 1) SPC for measuring and analyzing variations; 2) 
Kalman filtering based on gray-box models to provide pre
dictions and to determine SPC control limits; and (3) system 
analysis for analyzing propagation of faults' effects across 
subsystems. The method has been tested against a simulation 

model of the HVAC system in the Shanghai Jinmao Tower with 
good results. 

Our method can be easily replicated to HVAC systems with 
various devices because: 1) gray-box models use physical 
knowledge together with measured data, and are more ro
bust than black box models to different kinds of devices; 2) 
Kalman filtering is a well proven technology and does not need 
long-time focused studies when applied in individual devices 
in different buildings; and 3) our method is simply device-level 
fault detection plus SPC on coupling variables, and does not 
need to create a big Kalman filter for coupling subsystems when 
used to detect propagation of faults' effects across subsystems. 

The contribution of our work is that we developed a fault de
tection method which can detect both device faults and prop
agation of faults' effects across subsystems. The method has 
good replicability and scalability. Furthermore, it is simple and 
generic, and should be of significant interest to many other sys
tems, like manufacturing systems. 

ApPENDIX 

CALCULATION OF THE FALSE ALARM RATE 

This Appendix is to derive the probabilities of P(Aj IAj _1 ) 

and P(Ak - n +1 ) which are used in (16) to calculate the false 
alarm rate of the SPC rule for sudden faults. 

The probability P(Aj IAj - 1 ) represents the probability of the 
estimate a1,j at time j lying outside its two-sigma range [JI1,j -
2a1,j, JI1,j + 2a1,j] conditioned on that the estimate a1,j-1 at 
time j - 1 is already outside the two-sigma range. It is given by 

P(Aj IAj _1 ) = P (ii1,j f/. [JI1,j - 2al,j, JI1,j + 2al,jJI 

a 1,j-1 f/. [JI1,j-l - 2al,j-1, JI1,j-1 + 2a1,j-1J). (29) 

In the above, JI1,j is the mean of a 1 over the past K hours and 
is defined in (15), and al,j is the averaged standard deviation of 
a1 over the past K hours. 

With all the estimates normally distributed, from (29), we 
have 

where f (Ml,j, au) is the normal probability density function 
of ii1,j with mean M1,j and standard deviation al,j. 

To calculate P(AjIAj-d in (30), the relationship between 
JIl,j and M1,j and that between al,j and a1,j are needed. The 
first relationship can be obtained from (18) by taking the mean 
of both sides and assuming the true value a1,j of the parameter 
approximately equal to JI1,j 

From (30), the relationship between JIl,j and M1,j can be ex
pressed as 

(32) 
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where 01 is a variable defined below to simplify the expression 
of (32): 

Ol,j = (1 - 'ml,j)(al,j-l - Til,j)' (33) 

For simplicity, the averaged standard deviation (Jl,j is assumed 
approximately equal to the standard deviation of al,j, CTl,j, in 
the long run. Then, by substituting (32) and (Jl,j = CTl,j into 
(30), we have equation (34) shown at the top of the page. 

Similarly, the probability P(Ak-n+d in (16) is calculated as 

P(Ak-n+d 

= 1- P'l,k-n+l +2ih J_n+l -Dl,k-n+l f({Ll,k-n+l, CTl,k-n+l) 

fll,k-n+l -2&1,k-n+l- Dl,k-n,+1 

X dal,k-n+l. (35) 

By substituting (34) and (35) into (16) and using the 
value of ml,j in the numerical testing, the false alarm rate 
P(Ak-n+l,Ak-n+2, ... ,Ak) of the SPC rule for sudden 
faults can be calculated. 
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